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Populate google form from google sheet

When you send a form, you can collect replies on the form or separately inside Google spreadsheets. Open the form using Google Forms. In the upper-left section, under Replies, click Summary. In the top right, click More to select the destination of the reply. Select an option: Create a new spreadsheet: Creates an answer spreadsheet in
Google Spreadsheets Select an existing spreadsheet: Select from existing spreadsheets in Google Spreadsheet to save your answers Click Create or Select. Tip: You can find the answer spreadsheet on the Google Spreadsheet home screen, google spreadsheets app, or Google Drive. Open the form using Google Forms. In the upper-
left section, under Replies, click Summary. In the top right, click More Unlink Form . Click Unlink. Tip: If you keep your answers in a spreadsheet, you'll have a separate file on Google Drive. You can delete a spreadsheet or form without deleting another connected file. Open the form using Google Forms. In the upper-left section, under
Replies, click Summary. In the top right, click More delete all replies . Click OK. Open the form in Google Forms. At the top left, under Replies, click Individual. Click Previous or Next to find the answer you want to delete. Click Delete . Tip: If you store your answers in Google Spreadsheets, deleting a reply from a form or sheet won't affect
someone else. Published in: Google Apps Script - Google Spreadsheets - Google FormsA School tries to create a Google form where students can register their data. The form would drop down countries, class teacher names as a question of multiple choices and a check box-style question where students can choose one or more
subjects. It's easy to create such a form inside Google Forms - here is an exemplary form - but there are two questions:There is too much data to enter. For example, there is a list of 250 countries in the country alone, so to manually enter each question selection, you need some work to manually enter each selection. Question choices in
the form may change over time. In the previous example, some teachers may leave, new teachers can join, and the form drop-down list must be updated manually each time employees change. By automatically filling out questions in Google forms with Google SheetsAs with everything else in the world of Google forms and Google
spreadsheets, we can easily automate the process by adding question choices to Google forms in bulk with help, you guessed that right, Google Apps Script.The idea is simple. We will have a Google sheet that will be the source of the data and will have all the answers to various questions in Google Form.The program will read the data
from this Google sheet and automatically fill out the form with one click. You can even create a time trigger that runs every hour, day, or month to dynamically update the form using the latest information in your spreadsheet. Add options to drop-down lists &amp; A few selection questions For creating a Google spreadsheet and adding
question names in the first first one in the column. Then write down any options or choices that should be available through the question. Here's what the spreadsheet structure would look like: It's important to note that the column headings in a spreadsheet should exactly match the google form field labels. Google scripts can bulk add
answers to multiple choice questions with a single answer, drop-down list, and checkbox with multiple options. To add bulk question choices using Google ScriptOpen Google sheet, which contains question choices, go to the Tools menu and select Script Editor. Replace the default code in the script editor in the google script below.
Please watch the video tutorial to find out in more detail how this code works. const populateGoogleForms =(()=&gt; { const GOOGLE_SHEET_NAME = '&lt;Put the= name= of= google= sheet= here=&gt;&gt;'; const GOOGLE_FORM_ID = '&lt;your= google= form= id= here=&gt;&gt;&gt;'; const ss =SpreadsheetApp.geteActivspreadsheet(;
const [header, ... date] = ss .getSheetByName(GOOGLE_SHEET_NAME) .getDataRange() .getDisplayValues(); konstanca selections = {}; header.forEach((name, i) =&gt; { choices[name] = data.map(d) =&gt; d[i]).filter(e) =&gt; e); }; FormApp.openById(GOOGLE_FORM_ID) .getItems() .map((item) =&gt; ({ item, values:
choices[item.getTitle()], })) .filter((values) =&gt; values) .forEach({element, values })=&gt; { switch(item.getType()) { case FormApp.ItemType.CHECKBOX: item.asCheckboxItem().setChoiceValues(values); break; case FormApp.ItemType.LIST: item.asListItem().setChoiceValues(values); break; case
FormApp.ItemType.MULTIPLE_CHOICE: item.asMultipleChoiceItem().setChoiceValues(values); break; default: } }); ss.toast (Google form updated!!); }; You have to change GOOGLE_SHEET_NAME and GOOGLE_FORM_ID your values. Go to the Run menu in the script editor, select the populateGoogleForms function and it should
instantly select all the specified questions in Google Form.Going forward when you need to update the answer selections in Google forms, you can simply update the values inside the spreadsheet and run the same AutoFill feature from script editor. Or to make things even easier, you can add a button on the spreadsheet page, which
automatically updates your replies in Google forms when you click. Go to the Insert menu in Google Sheets, select a drawing, and then select any shape. You can also add overlay text to a shape. When the shape is on the spreadsheet canvas, click the menu, select Assign Script, and then type populateGoogleForms.That's it. You can
click this button to update Google forms directly inside Google Sheets. Note that the script will not add selections, it will replace all existing selections with those that are in your Google sheet. See also: Send pre-filled Google forms in the post I would like to create a form that uses data from a spreadsheet to make it dynamic. Is it possible
to do this? I couldn't find anywhere that describes how, or any examples. All this&lt;/Put&gt; &lt;/Put&gt; &lt;/Put&gt; possible is to fill the spreadsheet from the form, which I also use, but its not the main concern here. 3 If you subscribe to Google Suite products, you may encounter many handy Google apps, such as Google spreadsheets,
scripts, or forms. The latter can be an easy way to collect data, such as user feedback, or to distribute quizzes to a group of students. Google Forms allows users to drag and drop questions in the form of text boxes, multiple selection options, drop-down lists, and more. This allows you to easily create simple forms with multiple questions
users answer. In a perfect world, that would be enough. Unfortunately, you will see you may end up in a situation where you want to offer users the option to choose from a drop-down list of hundreds of options. Manually adding each option to a Google form can be a tough task. Instead of becoming a robot, you can read options from a
Google sheet instead of in the drop-down list. This way, too, if you ever need to change the list of options, you can do it by modifying the Google sheet instead of the actual Form.Let's see how you do it. First you will need a Google form. In this article we are going to create a form for people to choose their favorite NBA teams. Make sure
that you have selected the question drop-down list option. However, we will not manually add any options. Then we will need a Google spreadsheet with a column that stores options. This sheet is what we programmatically link to our form in order to feed our Dropdown.A list of all 30 NBA teams, Google Sheet.Now that we have our own
form and our sheet, we can continue to work on real magic and link the two. To do this, we'll create a Google script in Google's spreadsheet that will appear above Sheet.As, go to Tools-&gt;Script Editor, which will open Google Script Editor, where you can use the code. We will replace the default function with the code below. Above we
have a feature called, populateDropdown (). The real name doesn't matter. First, we sign in to the Google form with a unique ID. This ID can be obtained from the URL displayed when editing the form. Example: amp;lt;Google form= id=&gt;/editWe create a variable to add data to our drop-down list. This is done using the drop-down list ID.
To get the drop-down ID, go to the Google Form Edit page, right-click &gt;Mark Item, and then use CTRL+f to search for the item. Search for the data item ID and make sure that the item matches your question in the form. It should look something like this:To get data item-ID DropdownNext, we store all values in the first column of the
sheet into a variable:2 used to start the second row because our data has headers. 1 means the data is in the first column of the sheet. We correct the We skip all blank rows and add the right values to another array. Finally, we use &lt;/Google&gt; &lt;/Google&gt; function fill our dropdown (teamList) with values from an array of
nbaTeams. Now that the encoding is done, and in Google scripts go to Edit-&gt;Current Project Launcher. This will open a new tab where we can post. trigger when the script should be executed to fill in the list. The two main triggers are Time-Based, which updates the list every minute, and from the spreadsheet change, which will update
the entry if the Google sheet is changed. The two main Google ScriptConsidering triggers that copied the code from above, and your data item ID, form ID, and Google Spreadsheet sheet name (not spreadsheet name) are correct, your form should be properly filled with options from Google Sheet. That's it! Happy Scripting! Script!
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